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Pickets at Central
AFT fights Board of Trustees

see story on page- 2 .
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that position executive manager is John Drinkwater.

A FT Pickets

Faculty Senate protests

Drinkwater, 26, com1lleted his
undergraduate work at Central in
1967-71, then compieted his MasAbout fifteen Central instruct- that any one of the four parties to
ters al v.: (:3t -rp \"llPrf' hf• =rpe\'ialized in Higher Education Student ors staged an informational picket the suit may appeal the court's
early Monday morning to distri- decision but that legislation may
Personal AdmiPistration.
bute a handout protesting the be necessary to affect the collecrecent
court decision on the tive bargaining aims of all four
Before returning to Central
Drinkwater was employed at St. faculty suit against .the Board of year college faculty members.
·
Lewis said that the AFT, which
Johns University in New York Trustees..
The suit, decided ~~pt. 8 by organized the picket, had a rapid
City as Assistant Dean of Students
and Assistant Director of Student Thurston County Superior Court increa·se in members last fall when
Judge Frank Baker, was initiated the faculty code was being debated
Activities.
by the AFT, NSP .(National and that the AFT now has about
Society of Professers) and the 90 members.
Drinkwater has been involved in AA UP (American Association of
David Lygre, president of the
many types of student govern- University Professors) when Cen- Faculty Senate, explained that the
ment work . ."St. Johns had a tral's Board of Trustees adopted a Senate had voted to become a
traditional student government, new faculty code which the party to the suit last spring, but
but Western had a Board of Faculty Senate refused to ratify, had not paid any of the expenses
Directors made up of represent- 25 to one.
involved in the suit. "The Senate
atives from student activities. I
AFT chapters at Eastern, West- might vote to become a party to
don't know of any other specific ern and Evergreen also picketed the appeal if one of the other
BOC concept in the nation," he . and distributed the leaflet, entit- parties initiates but it doesn't have
said.
led "Faculty Senate Dead?"which ~ budget and so couldn't become a
claims that the court's decision party to the suit first."
"I see my role at Central as denies faculty members the power
Lygre, who participated in the
helping develop a total student to bargain collectively. Al Lewis, AFT picket said that he was
activities program with the as- outgoing presic :_,.,...t of Central's surprised by the court's decision,
sistance of the BOC. The BOC is a AFT chapter, said that college "For the first time I realized how
policy making body much like a professors at four year colleges devoid of rights we are. I really
city council or Board of Trustees. are now the only group of public didn't believe that the contract we
I'm a hired professional whose employees 'in the state denied the had could be unilaterally changed
responsibility it is to put into ri~ht of collective bargaining. · by the board."
effect programs and policies made
The leaflet that the AFT distriRoger Winters, who also particiby the BOC," he explained.
buted claims that the Board acted pated in the picket suggested that
contrary to its own policy when it the decision might improve relaratified
the code without the tions between faculty and adminisDrinkwater's position as execuSenate's
consent. In 1968, the tration. "At· least we know who to
tive manager to the BOC requires
Board
wanted
a change in the blame now. Provided the adminishim to work directly with the
faculty
code's
procedure
for distration act_s on good faith I think
BOC. The job also requires that
tablishing a new position at the the scheduling office, intermurals missal for cause of a fa;culty that shared internal governance is
college under the Board of Control . and recreation programs report to member, which pivoted a look at still possible·.
the whole code. In 1972, a revised
constitution. The man hired for
him.
The picket was an informational ,
version of the code was sent to the
Board who did not .adopt it and picket and took place without
Drinkwater sees this first year charged Pres. Jam es Brooks with incidence. "All classes were met,
of BOC government to be an
Winters said.
"We organized
serving as an intermediary betexciting and yet a crucial ·one. "We ween the faculty and the Board. In shifts to picket.
All other
are going to need involvement 1973, the Board changed the members put the handouts in
from the entire student body. We faclllty code provision, which said every faculty member's mailbox."_
are constantly looking for volun- that neither faculty nor the Board
Lewis said that he anitcipated
teers to work with programs--we could amend the faculty code that all three prof~ssional unions
need volunteers in all facets of without the other's consent. "The on campus would have a more
student government," he empha- court's decision makes clear that active membership.
"All the
sized.
shared governance as we have faculty is going to have to be a lot
known it is no longer possible,"
more active, regardless of their
Lewis said.
affiliation, to make any kind of
Lewis said that it was possible difference."

Central grad hired
to adm.inister B.O.C.
When the Central student body
voted in a new form of student
government they were also es-
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Administrators· discuss 'State of College ,cR•ER.
by Gayl Curtiss
Top administrative representatives at C~ntral addre~sed over
200 faculty members at the yearly
"State of the College" address
Friday at Hertz Auditorium.
The faculty gathered to hear
President Brooks, Vice President
Harrington, President of the Faculty Senate, Dr. David Lygre and
Chairman of the Board of Trustees, Dr. Eugene Brain explain
their positions on the operation of
Central for the coming year.
Dr. Brain lead off the annual
address by saying he expects the
number of high school graduate to
drop over the coming years,
causing the freshmen class to
continually grow smaller. He said
state colleges like Central are
caught in the middle of this
situation as larger, more prestigious universities will continue
to attract the new students.
The home based community
colleges are expected to draw a
larger portion of the , middle
income student segment who c-an
no longer afford to go away to
school.
The chairman of the Board of
Trustees said he believes the only
way Central can combat this trend
is by becoming a better place to go
to college.
Dr. Brain suggested Central be
more selective in who they accept
as students, what faculty they hire
and what faculty are Jet out of
their teaching contracts. He also
stressed the need to . evaluate
faculty performance. He called the

"last in-first out" way of firing ·
teachers almost dishonest, and
said the least affoctive faculty
should be retrained.
- Dr. Brain called on the faculty to
re-examine their positions, "I
think you could evaluate yourselves ... but you won't until the
legislature makes you do it, or
does it for you."
However, Dr. David Lygre,
president of the Faculty. Senate,
called for more job security among
the faculty. He said academic
quality and job security can both
be had and suggested the college
retrain or exchange faculty with
other colleges. He stressed that if
faculty were to be further educated, the college should be
supportive and assure the member
of a job.
Dr. Lygre said the legislature
has made college faculty prostitute
themselves by trying to increase
each department's Student Credit
Hour load.
Lygre said since the legislature
depends on this guideline for
departmental effectiveness, departments have begun to compete
with each other for students. He
said there are temptations to make
classes easier and loosen up on
grading requirements.
The Faculty Senate President
called for evaluation of the academic quality ·of Central's programs and for teachers to examine
their own standards. He called on
the faculty to maintain dignity and
pride· in teaehinJl', uodate ·their
teaching material, be available to
their students and demand the
best work from them.

He recommended minimium
graduation standards for graduation in reading and writing skills
but questioned whether or not this
would drive potential students
away from Central.
Dr. Lygrestressed the incompatibility of the student credit hour
quota system with the upgrading
of Central's academic community
and worried aloud if this problem
could ever be solved.
He then turned to faculty rights
and called for fellow teachers to
organize in order to get a voice in
the decision - making process on
campus.
Dr. Lygre warned the faculty if
they did not organize," we can lie
down and let them shovel the sod
over us."
The faculty responed to Dr.
Lygre with a loud ovation, some
standing in support of his remarks.
Dr. Edward Harrington, vice
president of Academic Affairs
then called the problem with the
student credit hours evaluation, "a
pragmatic reality, forced on all
state colleges and universities."
Dr. Harrington also said administrators from all the state's
colleges and universities have
banned together to have the 72
percent faculty staffing quotient
increased.
He said such a
percentage makes it impossible to
maintain or enlarge a good academic program.
He said Central must try and
build a better image among the
state's residents and try and get
more foreign students to attend
Central.
He called .for better
academic advisement, the expan-

sion of cooperative eductation,
enlargement of the graduate program and for a greater trust
between_faculty and the administration.
Two points of good news Dr.
Harrington announced was the
acceptance of Central into the Phi
Kappa Phi Honorium society and a
38 percent increase in the amount
of grants for research given to
Central. Last year . over one
million dollars was -received in
grants for faculty and student
research.
- Dr. Brooks concluded the college address by saying Central has
far~d reasonably well at the last
legislature. He said the graduate
program had been extended, the
money had been allocated fot the
education addition.
However, the college President
warned Central is going to exper-
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ience competion for stud~ts and
that students fees and tuition may
have to be raised. But the
President added, "I think we
should prepare to resist any
upward adjustment of fees tI,at is
unreasonable."
Brooks calleci on the college to
become more aggressive in it's
attitude and to stop playing
defensively. He said the orly way
Central will be successfu] · ~ to
become more self reliant
to
defiiie our own future. He stressed
the need to develop realistic goals
and pursue them aggressivley.
Concluding,
Dr.
Brooks
explained, "As an institution we
face the greatest problems of any
of the other state colleges and
universities because of the location
and other factors ... somehow we've
go to get better .... "

German pion ist to perform
His recital, at 8 pm Oct. 12 in
Christoph Back, a professor at
the State Conservatory of Music in Hertz Recital Hall, is sponsored by
Heidelber, Germany, will present the Central Music and Foreign
a public piano concert highlighting Language Departments.An admission donation of $1 for adults and
works by Franz Schubert and
Johaness Brahms on the Central : 50-cents for · students will be
collected to.defray costs.
Campus Sunday, Oct. 12.
Back's . piano program will inBack, who began studying the
clude"Ten Variations on an Originpiano at age six has an extensive
al Theme in F Major" by Schubert;
musical education and has given
"Sonata in C Major (Waldstein),
concerts throughout Europe and
Op. 53" by Beethoven; "Four
North and South America.Labeled
Piano Pieces" by Brahms;
by the European press as one of
Sequenza IV by Luciano Berio and
Germany's "outstanding young
"Sonata Nr. 4 in F Sharp Major,
pianists," he currently is on his
Op. 30" by Alexander Skrjabin.
third US concert tour.

Fresh Milkorama
and Dairy Store Foods
2% ·P-H
or
Grade A-Ra.w .61 1/2 gal.
~Past-Homo (whole) .64 V2 gal.
Watch For Our
15th Anniversary Cel.ebration
in October
Grand Prize: 114 Beef

WINEGAR DAIR't
Food Coupons Accepted

419 W. 15th

925-1821
8 Blocks west of Nicholson Pavilion

VIEWPOINT
Where does it go?

Monies reviewed
Well, we're facing another year, and it seems like the money continues
to get tighter and tighter. I question if any of you (referring mainly to
students) really calculate where your money goes, and how it is used. Of
the $169 tuition that you pay out every quarter, do. you actually know
how much goes to student activities, student groups, athletics and so on?
Each quarter every student pays his registration fees of $169. From
this, $23.50 is placed in a student fees budget. This fund is then broken
down into categories of Athletics-long range, ACS activities, and the
SUB.
A look ~t the breakdown in the athletics ~udget alone is enough to
make one question the use of his money, but, it's when you finally reach
the ASC activities fund, and the SUB that a student begins to wonder if
it's not possible that he could use the $23.50 himself to choose what
activities that he wishes to donate to.
In the Athletic budget, the combined $88,525 that goes for men and
women's athletics makes me wonder about the empty stands at the
football games, or the entrance fee Central students have to pay to see
·
such an event.
Thank God, that at least men and women's intramurals get $13,000.
The intramural program here is fantastic. It has the student
participation and enthusiasm that warrants the allocation of $13,000.
But now let me turn to the question of why the Recreation budget gets
$26,000. Why? Anyone know?
Moving to another area of the student fees budget, let's turn to the
ASC activities. The Campus Crier get $23,000 from student fees. We also
have matching revenue that we get through advertising. Our expected
revenue for this year is $23,000 and that should answer a few questions
why we're still in operation (although some may object to us our budget
allocation more than the Athletics).
The ASC (or BOC) received $32,000 this year from student fees. Now,
approximately $17 ,000 of that goes to pay the salary of an executive
manager. Do the students at Central really need someone for that price?
Why? In addition each BOC member gets $50 a month (at five members,
that's $250 a month).
The ASC (now BOC) constitution was revised last spring with the
understanding that there would be greater savings of student money
plus the promise ofbetter 'programs and better things for students to do
· on campus.
So for $17,000, we hire a man who is supposed to coordinate a budget
of $15,000. Now wouldn't it be more logical to think the salary could be
lower than the budget, but remember, we're at Central.
Now to the subject at hand. This summer, the BOC was plagued by
continuing foul-ups, lack of communication, misunderstandings and
general over leading by the administration. .
At a BOC meeting held shortly before school began, top
administrators were called in to explain why the BOC board members
had not had a more active role in hiring a person for the executive
manager's position (that's the $17,000 job). At that meeting, Gordon
Wellstandt, BOC member, told those present that he felt that the BOC
had not been involved in the selection. Another member, Jim Ellis, said
of selection, that "we were not involved."
The problem of the hiring of the BOC executive manager stems from
the fact that according to the BOC constitution, the entire BOC Board
has to be on the hiring of the executive manager. In may opinion, they
were not. The BOC 111embers were polled by telephone after the
candidate had been selected they were told by phone of the candidate's
qualifications and were asked to answer, "yes, I want him," or "no, I
don't want him."
Concerning the lack of involvement of the entire BOC Board, Pres.
Brooks stated that he was "sorry and dismayed to get into this with a
new constitution and a new position."
·
He explained that one of his top committments for the year was to
work close with the BOC.
In explaining his part in the mix-up, and why the BOC could not
participate in the selection, Dean Don Wise, 'SUB coordinator, explained
that he understood that everyone would be involved at the time of
selection. He said that at best it was a misunderstanding concerning who
·
qualified and who would be involved in the final process of selection.
Wise went on to say that, "we did things as necessary as we could.. .!
· wouldn't do anything different, except to have everyone involved."
So the BOC goes on, and with a new executive manager. Oh, by the
way, some activities were brought to you by the BOC during registration
week. The dances, the coffeehouses in the SUB pit, the calendar given to
you, the tug-of-war competition, and Dick Gregory. They also have more
activities planned for Homecoming. So, I'm not trying to say the BOC is
all bad or all good, but they keep on trying.

BY MARYL. RENNIE
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In 1885 this cabin [above] was built, the first home in Roslyn.

"When the rocks started falling, I made tracks out of there!" Leo Michelios
worked the Roslyn mines from 1929 to 1944.

Legends Don't Die

Past ~eca Ils Roslyn
As the transcontinental rail- the Northern Pacific Railroad . .
·Today Roslyn is a sleepy little
roads crept across an unsettled
wilderness, a new era was born. town nestled in the Cle Elum
Boom towns, immigrants and Valley. The mines are closed. But
outlaws became part of our the people are proud of their
heritage. Oldtimers love to recall
Western heritage.
Those days have long since the days when the mines ran
passed but the legacy of westward continously when Ro~lyn's 24
expansion still lives. One living saloons were always busy.
To keep this memory alive, the
testimony to our Western heritownspeople are working hard to
tage is· Roslyn.
Roslyn is a coal town. In the restore the original buildings and
days when railroads were king, have the area declared a historical
Roslyn achieved overnight impor- district.
The State Miners' Echo Comtance. Her large coal reserves
could feed the appetite of the hugh munity Development Association,
"iron horses". Roslyn's reserves a non-profit organization, sponsors
determined the Cascade route of _many fu.nd raising events to pay

Boarding houses served miners during the days when coal was king.
This particular boarding house is one of many buildings restored by
those who wish to recapture Roslyn's exciting past.

for this restoration. For every ·
do'nar raised they receive matching state funds.
Central students are always
welcome in Roslyn. Among the
many attractions are the museum,
tll'e Brick saloon, the first log cabin.
and the old· cemetery.
Students are invited to an old
fashioned barn dance at the old ·
company .store Friday at 8:30 pm.
All pr_ofits will help pay for
restoring the town.

Sun Dance Kid, the famous western outlaw, is alleged to have made a
large withdrawal from the Roslyn bank in the early 1900's.

,/

Oldtimers enjoy recalling tales of Roslyn's wilder days. Debra Kaye {left] and Linda Lou, [right] both
Central students, found Leo Michelios' recollections fascinating.
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Student advisement, questionable
to students of Central's campus
By Clint Robbins
An academic advisement program Pstahlished to <l<'CJUnint new
and transfer sh<lenis with Central's adminstrators, and assist
them in planning their studies
here met with mixed emotions
September 22.
After a traditional welcoming by
college officials, Central newcomers were to meet with pre-designated faculty advisors. This would,
officials hoped, help answer questions about breadth requirements
and major needs.

Audiovisual Library Assistant, Jody Williamson,
[right] explains services available to students,
Patty Elefritz and Al Kaanana. The Audiovisual
Division, located in Bouillion, Hall, open daily from
7:45 to 5 pm. The AV Library and the Media
Production Lab are open 7 am to ·9:30 nightly.

·-

'Holy' Hubert Lindsey
IS COMING TO C.W .S.C.

Several students, however, expressed concern and displeasure.
Complaints came from students
who said they had not received
notice of the advising session.
Others claimed the advisors they
were assigned had little knowledge of requirements in their
major fields.
"I was sent to a physical
education professor," noted art
educa1,i·•,1 major Lloyd James, d
junior tr an sfer from Yakima. 'Tm
sure he did his best to inform me of
the breadth requirements at Central but I compfoted my breath
requirement at Yakima. So, I
needed to talk with someone about
classes I would need in the art
department."
James was sent to the art
department whc!' he was "given
the run-around and sent off to a
person who sent me back to the
begim~in g."
0

October 8th

"I guess I'll just have to keep
asking questions until I get some
satisfaction," James remarked.
Another junior transfer, Dave
Wold, was unaware of Monday's
meeting and so had no advising
prior to registration last Tuesday.
Wold, a Walla Walla transfer,
stated that he bud received no
letters regarding the meeting,
although he was on campus.

that the idea of the advising was to
"get students to general advisors, ,
which was initially true for students who hadn't declared a
major.
"We just wanted to get the
students to someone who could
help them get started, and get
the students with declared majors
to someone in their department."

According to Dr. Reed, Monday's meeting was set up to inform
the students of the general requirements at Central ."And, since
we didn't really know what was on
the students' minds in most cases
as far as majors, we just wanted to
- get them to someone wlio could
Hamley· commented that she advise them."
had heard of many other students
Contrary to some of the stuwith similar complaints, and condent's opinions, Dr. Reed felt that
curred with Jam es in lamenting
that the advisor was unaware of most of the advisors were ready to
be of assistance to the new
the requirements in her program.
students.
"It was stupid," was the com"Anyone with any problem
ment of Mass Media major Mary
should
see someone in their major
Brummett, a junior transfer from
Yakima. "The advisor didn't show department, or, if necessary, some
one in their minor department.
up after 20 minutes, so I left."
Also, students who desire informaIn defense of the program, Dr. tion about career plannmg should
Jerry Reed, director of Academic report to Barge 105 for help from
Advisement, emphasized that the Career Planning and Placestudents should not be concerned ment office," Dr . .Reed concluded.
with who their advisors were last
Monday. "Students can declare a RENT A MACHINE! George's
major at any time. They have only Office Machine Clinic at 421
to r'eport to the department of that North Pearl in Ellensburg has
major and explain their desire and electric or manual typewriters for
a day, week, week-end or month.
· they're set.·"
Reasonable prices, no deposit.
Continuing, Dr. Reed explained Also Sales and Service.
Susan Hamley, a Spokaqe freshmen, said that the classes her
advisor had worked out with her
were closed by the time ~he was
ready to register, so "the meeting
was actually of little help to me."

PRAIRIE MAR.KET
MEMBERS
Pay The LolNest Price
POOL IT ... Get ACa.r load And Come
To Prairie Market.1200 Canyon Rd.
Why does Prairie Market have a membership fee?
FREE BU-YERS PASS

l. This enables .us to send you our flyer which is the
only way we have of reaching you!

.2. We are able to keep prices effective one-month.
Instead of one weekend at a time.

GOOD FOR ONE SHOPPING
'TRIP TO PRAIRIE MARKET.
SIGN UP AND BECOME A
MEMBER.
.EXPIRES OCT. 31,· 1975

This mural which covers one wall one wall of the SUB Games Room was
painted by Central students during the summer session.

Games Room remodeled
The SUB games room has a new
look complete with new .carpeting,
a fresh coat of paint and a giant
graphic mural that covers the
~entire ·north wall. The ceiling was
sprayed with white accustical
foam to cut down on noise and to
brighten up the area.
The games room also has new
gaming and pinball machines. This
change came after the old contract
lapsed and a new machine contract
was awarded to a Seattle gaming
company.
The remodeling cost an. estimated $4500. The funds came
from the SUB and games room
budgets.
Mike McLeod, . d.i rector of Recreation a_nd .Social Activities,
explained the mural for the games

room was spearheaded by Brian
Pugnetti as an art class project.
The SUB paid for the materials
and paid a small salary for those
who worked on the mural.
Nancy Giberson, manager of the
games room, said all profits made
from the pinball machines or pool
talbe rentals are used to pay
employees wages or will be used

for further improvements of the
recreation area.
Students interested in playing
cards or chess, will be lent the
equipment free of charge. McLeod
also announced a Happy Hour on
pool and ping pong. This equipment can be rented on Tuesday
and Thursday night from 6 to 7 pm
for half price.
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Board of Control SY.stem

CENTRAL
StUdent government changed
RECREATION

We feel fortunate to have John
This column is the first of a
Drinkwater, a Central graduate,
weekly series devoted to the
The Central Recreation Program is offered as a service to all members student government. Its prime
as our executive manager.
of the college community. This includes all regularly enrolled students. function is to report to students on
The BOC elects a new chairman
all full-time faculty and staff, administrators and the dependents of each programs the ASC is developing
each quarter. During our last
eligible patron.
meeting Kevin Ryan was elected
and to respond to specific student
concerns about ASC - related -fall quarter chairman. BOC meet· Co-rec--the informal recreational use ofNicJ:iolson Pavilion.
activities. On occasion we will use · ings for fall were set on the first
ADULT USAGE:
and third Monday of every month
this space as a sounding board to
GYMNASIUM:
elicit your reactions to the deveMonday thru Friday 7:00 pm-10:00 pm
lopment of ASC structures.
Saturday 10:00 am - 5:00 pm
Since it is too late to welcome
Sunday 12:00 noon - 8:00 pm
students
back to campus, let's get
SWIMMING:
down to what is happening in
Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday 8:00. pm - 10:00 pm
student government. Last spring
Sunday 1:00 pm - 5:00 p~
Central students passed a new
associated
students constitution
FAMILY USUAGE:
that radically changed the form of
Money has been said j,o make ·
GYMNASIUM & SWIMMING Sunday 1:00 pm - 5:00 pm
student government here. The
the world go round. And the
sports world at Central should be
INTRAMURAL SPORTS PROGRAM--intramurals for men and entire structure of legislature,
executive
officers
and
commisrevolving
a lot faster this year.
, women located in Nicholson Pavilion, Room 108, 963-1751, 2:00 pm to
sions was replaced by a fiveThe Women's Intramural Sports
5:00 pm Monday thru Friday.
Program has undergone changes
member elected Board of Control.
Fan Quarter Activities
that evolved from an increase in
The BOC formulates policy for a
CO-ED VOLLEYBALL
funding. For the 1974-75 school
professional executive manager
.,
WOMEN
year, the total intramural budget
who organizes the ASC staff and
Touch Football
was $6712: $6112 for men, for
coordinates ASC activities. That is
Volleyball
women only $600. This year
the essence of · the new constituMEN
however, both programs have
tion. It should provide a more
· Touch Football
been placed under a new title,
efficient and· active student
Volleyball
"Men's and Women's Intramurgovernment than -Central has had
al", with $13,100. budgeted. lntrain the past.
GAMES ROOM- located in the SUB Monday thru Friday 10:00 am murals were, and still are funded
Although the BOC did noCineet
by joint student fe,es.
10:00 pm. Saturday and Sunday 1:00 pm-10:00 pm
regularly during the summer, the
Mike McCloud, whose office
Billiards, snooker, chess, ·checkers, cards, ping pong, pinball and , position of the new executive
runs the program, expects a much
lounging and relaxing.
manager was filled during July.

l

at 7 pm in SUB 208. While
attendance is not compulsory, we
encourage as much student participation as possible.
Some students have expressed
to insure that the dances this fall
do not lose money. It looks like we
will be able to reduce prices -for
dances in the winter and spring.

Jntramural programs
combine sports budgets
larger group of women to participate in intramurals this year. They
will at least have a greater
opportunity to do so. McCloud
believes that the women in the
Physical Education department
· are extremely professional. "They
have shown they can compete and
do well," he says.
The previously unbalanced budgeting between men and women
can be seen in the number of teams
each had. Last year, for example,
men's intramural had 88 basketball teams, compared with 18.
women's teams. This. year, hopefully, with more equal funding
available, those numbers will
become closer to the same figure.

Welcome to our worl,d. ..
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by Jane Snyder

Mary Rennie, a senior majorinv
in Journalism and English Education, heads the staff of fall
·. quarter's Campus' Crier.
Rennie, worked as copy editor,
co-editor and production manager
on the Crier before being appointed editor of the summer and
fall quarter Crier by the Board of
Publications last spring.
Rennie, from Naches, attended
YVC where she was production
manager of the YVC Galaxy.
Rennie hopes to teach at the high
school level, or do public relations
work for a school district when she
graduates.
Rennie said that her chief
responsibilities as editor include
coordinating the activities of her
staff.
"You have to make sure that
everybody knows what they're
supposed to be doing, and knows
how to do it. You're responsible for
dividing the work; a newspaper
doesn't belong to the editor. It
should be learning experience for
everyone who works on it."
"The job requires a ' lot more
than people realize.", Rennie said
"You have to literally be able to
· talk to anyone on this campus at
anytime."

also appointed by the Board,
Rennie chose the rest of the
Crier's staff.
News editor, Jackie Humphries
from Yakima was co-editor of the
Crier last winter and spring and
has also worked as a Crier
reporter and sportswriter. Humphries graduated with a major in
English last sprmg and is -takmg
additional courses in mass media
this fall. Humphries' work experience has ineluded doing public
relations for the Yakima Public
Schools.
Humphries said that this year
the Crier plans to encourage
investigative reporting. "We don't
mean to be muckrakers or anything like that," she said, "but last
spring we tried to stress the
positive on campus things so much
that the paper became really
boring."

With the exceptfon of business
. manager Steve Parker, who was

Photo · editor Paul · Fridlund
attended Central before he was
drafted and is now back on campus
studying journalism. Fridlund said
that his job includes not only
taking but screening and developing pictures. "This year I'd like my
photo features to highlight both
activities on campus and things in
the immediate area that might be
of interest," he said.
Ad manager Linda Turner, a
Mass Media major, says that her
job provides a link from Central to
the Community. "Part of the
paper's feedback is the advertiser's support," Turner said.
Describing the ad manager's job
she said; "empirically it's pounding the pavements and hustling
the bucks, but philosophically and
ideally it's having some kind of
communication with the community."
Production manager Lynne
Nighswonger, a major in graphic
design, worked in production for
several quarters and- began
working as manager last summer.
"My work is mostly with advertisers and advertisements." Nighswonger
said. "You have to
.
. . make

sure that the ads we're doing are
the ads they want."
Business Manager Steve Parker
is an accounting major from
Klama, near Long Beach. "I do
correspondence, billing, statements, accounts, reconcilitations
and pay roll," Parker said.
Jane Clark will work as a
secretary for the Crier, Monday
through Friday from one to four
pm, working as . secretary and
receptionist. Clark is a sophomore
majoring in Speech

TYPING ERRORS

ER RO RITE™
I

- OUT OF SIGHT!
I

Humphries said that her duties
as news editor include assigning
stories, and checking reporters'
copy for libellous statements.
·
Copy editor Maggie Romine ·
worked as a copy reader on last
spring's Crier. ''lcoiTeCt mechani·
eal :errors, edit when it's needed
and reject if it•s really awfUI,"
Romine said about her responsibilities iis ~opy editor.
She and the copy desk staff also
write headlines. "You have ·to
convey the meaning of the story in
a very limited space," Romine
said.

~IZZA

the Plaza
CANADIAN BACON
PEPPERONI
SAUSAGE

- BEEF

We have a new stock
of Cosutme iewelry
'nothing necklaces'
and puka. shells

at reasonable prjc·e s

With cool weather
you may n·eed our

Pharmaceutical drug depa .r tment
at student rates!
9-5:30 Mon.;Sat
410 No. Pearl
925-1233

Ellensburg

SHRIMP
MUSHROOM
OLIVE
GREE~ PEPPER

Four or more items

WA

PINEAPPLE
TOMATO
ONION

. '. 9"
13"
$2.'25•/ $4.00
:2:40 4.40
4.70
2.55
2.75
5.10

Any one item
Any two items
Any three items

Welcome Bock Students

e

AT YOUR
CAMPUS STORE

THE

SERVICE REXAlt ·D'RUGS

COLDRELIEF
TABLETS

Pool it

16"'

$5.25 .
5.80
6.35

6.85

SUGGESTIONS
:Hawaiian Treat
Pepperoni& Sausage
Canadian Bacon, P~pperoni, Beef
Shrimp_, Mushroom & Olive
·
Sausage, Mushroom & Olive
Super Pizzo Place Combina'tion

2 .. 40 · 4.40
2.40
2.55
2.55
2.55
2.75

4.40
4.70
4.70
4.70
5. 10

SANDWICHES

BEVER.A GES

Hom & Cheese
Roast Beef
Reuben
Corned Beef
Turkey
Salads

Beer
Wine
Soft Drinks
Milk
Coffee
Kegs to go

Happy Hours 3-5 pm
Free Delivery afte·r 6 pm
925-9948 .

5.80
5.80
6.35
6.35
6.35
6.85
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Conference to stress equal · rights

Year ofter year, semester after semes·
ter, the CollegeMaster ®from Fidelity
Union Life has been the most accepted,
most populcir plan on cam1- eses all over
America. ·
Find out why. ·
Call the Fidelity Union CollesAeMaster®
Field Associate in .your area: '125-4175 '

Frances Tarlton (Sissy) Farenthold, the first woman to have her
name placed in nomination for the
vice-presidency of the US will be -

the keynote speaker at this year's
Western Regional Conference on
Women and the Law, Oct. 10
through 12, in Spokane.

.>.:~
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COlleg~Master@ / .~
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DAVE BLAND
925-4177

A~\.~
_t:"_·_:._. ·)

LYNN TUCKER
962-9292

........

.

.

MARILYN
MARKS
925-4176

.

__

MARY QUINN
962-9292

.

&
.
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ED HENDERSON
925-4176

RICK SASAKI
925-4176

NOT SHOWN
TOM JONES
ATKINSON HART 925-417·5
925-4177

FIDELITY UNION LIFE
706 E~ Ith Avenue

IN THE PLAZA

Mosers Clothing for Men
Welcome fall

STUDENTS:
WELCOME

~ponsored by the Women's Law
Caucus of Gonzaga School of Law,
the fifth annual conference will
feature more than 30 specialists in
various areas of equal rights
among men and women.
Teresa Kulik, a second-year
student at Gonzaga who is coordinator of the conference, said the
three day session is designed to
provide attornies, law students
and the public with an awareness
of the problems and progress in
the legal status of women in
America and to give conference
participants an overview of the
methods which might be used to
affect changes in the current and
future status of women.
Panelists for the 15 workshops
scheduled to be offered are
specialists in their fields and will
come to the conference from
throughout the US.
Workshop topics are : Executive Orders as a Litigation Strategy; Trial Practive; Women and
Credit; Women and the Correctional Process; Discrimination in
Sports; Native American Women
and the Law; Traditional and
Alternative Toles for Attornies;
Prostitution; Age and Sex; Rape
Legislation; Women and Politics;
Employment Discrimination; International Women and the Law
and Discrimination In Education .
Registration will be at the
Davenport Hotel, Spokane, from
noon to midnight Oct. 10. The
conference is scheduled to end
Sunday, Oct. 12 at 12:15 pm.
Information about the Fifth
Annual Western Regional Conference on Women and the Law
contact the Women's Law Caucas,
Gonzaga School of Law, E. 601
Sinto, Spokane, WA 99202.
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TO

CWSC & PACIFIC

fashion shirts

NATIONAL
BANK

&

-

leisure suits

We'd like to be your bank.

;

We have AUTHENTIC Zuni &
navaio iewelry
College Banking
Center
ACROSS FROM THE SCIENCE BUILDING

118 E. 4th

925-1272

Gregory outlines ills
"The same mentality that produced Viet Nam is still running the
country. They send a rocket to
Mars to see if there is life but
won't help New York City where
they know there is life," said Dick
Gregory during a speaking engagement at Central earlier . this
week.
Gregory, 43, came to fame in the
60's as a nationally known com-

edian appearing on television and
in nightclubs. He gave up that
career to become a free lance
humanitarian and participate in as
many major and minor demonstrations for human rights, civil rights
and peace as he could.
He has served time in jail for
pursuing his beliefs. Once for
helping the Niqualy Indians in this
state and he spent 45 days in jail in

Chicago
as the resultinofthe
protesting
de
facto segregation
Chicago
public schools in the summer of
1965.
One of his best-known tactics of
protest is the fast. On April 24,
1971 he began a what was to
become a two-year fast protesting
the Viet Nam war. During that
time he refused to consume any
solid food. Gregory explained he
had just started a fast lastMonday. "I want to start a
program to dramatize the' hunger
of the world," he said.
Although in 1967 he formally
entered politics as a write-in
cadidate for President of the US
he claims he has no political
aspirations for the 1976 elections.
Speaking to a small but intent
crowd in McConnell Auditorium,
he said, "Salvation to the country,
if there is one, is with the young
people. Never before have they
had the burden of responsibility
they do now."
He asked the crowd, "Can you
imagine anyone wanting to kill
Gerald Ford? Why that would be
Hke killing Pinnochio!"
He turned his comments to the
Bicentennial Year and said, "This
country can be beautiful only when
, people realize it hasn't been
beautiful in the past. I wish we
would be less interested in waving
the flag and more in reading the
constitution."
Turning his comments to colleges he cited an irony. "There is
something wrong when students
can't leave doors unlocked in their
dorms without someone ripping
them off, but you can put $5 down
on a bar and leave it there for
hours and no one will touch it." he
said.

Th e Br ·1 a r p a t c h
2001h·4th E.
Next to Mattsons Camera & Sound

•Pipes
•Tobacco and
all accessories

also:
•Cigars
•Cigarettes
•Sherman cigs
Stop in, browse around and whileyou're here, pick up some free
samples of Briar Patch Tabacco.

Exersoles
by Thom McAn
Boy's 4 ..6
Women's 5-10
Men's 7-12

THE SHOE SOLE
423 North Pearl

Ellensburg, Wa

UGLY BEAR SCHEDULE
SUN: Pizza l /2 price with purchase of 2 pitchers (5til 9 pm)
MON: Pitchers $1.25 all ·day & night TUES: Free Popcorn
Watch Monday Night Football on our new 25" T.V.
WED: Free Pool (5 pool tables)

ELECTRO-DART

THU_RS: Wine $1.75 pitcher or 40¢ a glass
Beer $1.25 a pitcher-all-day & night
'FR_I& SAT: Pitcher $1.25 til 7:00 pm - then our regular $1.50 P-rice

6 PINBALL
MACHINES

2TANKGAMES

KEGS & PONY KEGS TO GO
HOURS: 12til2
111West3rd
Hamm's ...
The newest taste in Beer
·Now o_n Draft
l/2Case of Hamm'stogo
P.S. We als.o have premium Oly still on draft

2til 12onSUNDAY

FOOSBALL

962-9934
AIR HOCKEY

$2.75
<:UT OUT AND SAVE

J .'·

Queue
May I say hello to the old gang and a welcome to the folks who are
attending Central for the first time.
From a quick glance around E-burg one might feel that there isn't a
heck of a lot of things to do. This might be true to some degree but on the
other hand there is a lot more than one would imagine. To that end I
would like to present & primer on the entertainment and art scene at
Central to the benefit of the new, uninitiated student and to the old
hardcores who have given up searching for something to do.
Professional pool player Jack White will come to Central again this
year with his collection of humor, insults, and dazzling billiard talents.
White will be appearing Oct. 30 in the pit at 2 and 7 pm. Back to back
with White is a Halloween double feature," Dracula, Prince of Darkness"
and "Tales that Witness Madness." For those hardcores who might have
forgotten, and the new students who don't know, the ASC presents
usually top run films-quite frequently during the quarter in the SUB
Theatre at a discount price.
For those who feel that Homecoming is only for alumni, this year's
activit_ies should disprove that idea. The ASC homecoming concert
features the one and only Jim Stafford in the Pavillion on Oct. 17 at 8 pm.
Homecoming week features activities which wind up with a student
rodeo, ASC dance and the traditional homecoming football game on
Saturday. Kicking off the week, the Seattle Sonics will play Phoenix in
the Pavillion on the preceding Sunday.
Central's Department of Drama during the course of the year puts on

LIBERTY Theatre

A COLUMBIA PICTURES ANO RASTAR PRESENHTION'
A P-B/VISTA FEATURE

OPEN 6:45 925-4598

Shows at 7:00 & 9:00 Each Night

Ends Tuesday

- shampoo is the
smash of the year
warren beatty
julie christie · goldie hawn

from Columbia Piclures ·I\ Persky-Bri11ht1Vista Feature

ELLEN

OPEN 7:00 925-3266·
FRI., SAT. & SUN.

WHITE LINE FEVER A
A COLUMB.IA PICTURES and

INTERNATIONAL CINEMEDIA CENTER PRESENTATION

.. ..........···
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Jobs open during Olympics

OPEN 6:45 925-9511
PLAYS ~HRU TUE.

S l RE I S A N· D & C A A N

The V IL LAG E

A

a multitude of plays and dramas which take place in McConnell
Auditorium and The Three Penny Playhouse, upstairs in Barge Hall.
In November, a major production of King Lear will be presented,
which promises to be one heck of a show if it is anything like last year's
production of Madama Butterfly.
From time to time I will announce the appearance . of top
entertainment events outside of Ellensburg. In the past I've provided
information on which rock and jazz bands are playing in Seattle along
. with information on where to get tickets.
On the subject of rock and jazz bands, you don't have to go to Seattle
to take them in. Central's very own nationally recq_gnized jazz band plays
frequently during the quarter in the SUB pit to .the cheers of standing
room only crowds. Also, every week the various bands who play at the
local ta vs preview things by a free concert in the Pit at noon.
For the photographers in the crowd, the Crier plans to run frequent ·
photo contests with the winners having their efforts published in this 1
section. Rules and subject matter for the contest will be announced soon.
Hopefully, this will provide an outlet for some of the creative talent that
hides here on campus.
So don't say that there isn't anything to do here at Central. You only
receive what you put into it. Look around and see what's happening,
check the posters in the Pit for upcoming events and activities and check
your activity and special events calendar.
Now with all of this info on A & E at Central are you ready? Set, Go.

;.·

..~·
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Temporary student jobs are vt-ner hotel and restaurant work to
available in Europe during this outdoor work as required at a ski
year's Winter Olympics. Numer- · resort.
The expected spillover of visious openings are in and around the
many ski areas surrounding the
tors from all over the world to the
Olympic site at Innsbruck, Aus- Winter Olympics will also require
tria.
Students may earn a
student helpers in areas such as
standard wage in addition to free
southern Germany, parts of Switroom and board for doing anything zerland and the French Alps.
from kitchen, dining room and
Students interested in working

at a ski resort in Europe this
winter should ~pply immediately.
All openings are given out on a
first come, first served basis. In
some cases, language students
receive priority. Any student may ·
obtain an application for.rn hy
sending their name and address
directly t.u Winter Placement, SOS,
Box 1812, Luxembourg, Europe.

-----

Wine

"ines on

.
by R. Corbin Houchins

THE WINE SNOB DEBUNKED
or
You Can't Taste While Talking
Benjamin Franklin said, "Wine
is constant proof that God loves
us and loves to see us happy."
Unfortunately, some p e op 1 e
aren't happy with wine unless
they can reduce its appreciation
to arguments akin to the number
of angels that can be accommodated on the head of a pin.
To be sure, the glories of the
grape are many and various. The
last thing we need, however, is
another self - proclaimed pundit
swirling a glass and talking about
the Gay-Lussac equation while
claiming to perceive Gregorian
chants and the Rites of Dionysius

· th e wine.
·
m
Just as one need not be a botanist to appreciate a rose or a
meteorologist to delight in a sunset, you need not be an enologist
to enjoy a glass of wine.
It may be that wine snobs exist
because table wine,_ the kind of
wine that increases the pleasure
of food (and hence the m o s t
important category from an aesthetic standpoint), is relatively
new to America. For a long time,
the pleasures of table wine have
been taken for granted by American families with strong European
heritages and by the upper class.
But until relatively recently,
only a minority of wines shipped
in America were table w i n e s.
0 n 1 y in 1969 did table wines

~U/'Z(7~

make up the majority of shipments. Since then, the category
has grown steadily both absolutely and relative to other types.
One of the by-products of the
new popularity of fine wine was
the wine snob, ready to dictate,
pontificate, and obfuscate. There
were special glasses to consider,
the appropriate wine with each
dish, not to mention correct
temperatures and serving procedures. And the wines themselves
had to be from p 1 a c e s with
strange and confusing names.
Fortunately, the consumer has
discovered that enjoyment of
table wine is not complicated. In
the marketplace, if a wine is priced right, looks good, smells good,
and tastes good, that is sufficient

cause to buy it.
What some wine drinkers
haven't realized is that straightforward standards of what looks,
smells, and tastes good are applicable to all wines. There is no
compendium of tasting secrets
known only to people who can
say Grand Echezeaux five times
fast. When the fundamentals are
known, with a little practice you
will discover that wines disdained
by the snobs may stand very
comfortably beside those famous
European names. More importantly, you will find you are comfortable enough with good wines
to share Ben Franklin's relaxed
attitude - and that is the most
important step toward real appreciation.

E'bUrg library has free films
Fall is here and with it we have
the Friday night Film Series at the
Ellensburg Public Library. This is
the third year of the program and
its popularity is best shown by the
ever increasing attendance and
enthusiasm. During the season
ahead there will be films that will
appeal to the entire family and
films that will appeal to adults.
Stars in the films include Alex

Guiness, Fred Astaire, Jean Simmons, Jerry Lewis, Peter Lawford, Rex Harrison, Lili Palmer
and many more. Library patrons
may pick up film brochures at the
library.
Oct. 3 is opening night for the
films. The projector will roll at 7
pm. The ground rules for the
Friday night films are few but
firm. All small children must be

accompanied by an adult. Older
persons who are disruptive will be
asked to leave. The staff is too
small and too busy to spend time
supervising. It will be necessary
for all of the patrons to help
maintain order and a pleasant
atmosphere.
Join the fun at 7 pm, Oct. 3.
Better come a little early in order
to get a good seat.

-1ea qa'r.den
Reslau'Lanl
S/1erializing in
Chinese Foods

.1/Jo ... American Foods
Pho11e 925-2090

207 N. Main, Ellc:nsburg, Wn.
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The unco01pro01ising ones.

The Hewlett-Packard
HP-21 Scientific
$125.00*

The Hewlett-Packard
HP-25 Scientific PrQglClDlmable
. $195.00*

The calculat~Ons .you face require no less.
Today, ~ven so-called "non-technical" courses
(psych, soc, bus ad, to name 3) require a vari- ·
ety of technical calculations-complicated calculations that become a whole lot easier when
you have a powerful pocket cakulator.
Not surprisingly, there are quite a few such
calculators around, but ours stand apart, and
ahead. We started it all when we introduced the
world's first scientific pocket calculator back in
1972, and we've shown the way ever since. '
The calculators you see here are our newest,
the first of our second generation. Both offer you
technology you probably won't find in competitive calculators for some time to come, if ever.
. Our HP-21 performs all arithmetic, log and
trig calculations, including rectangular /polar
conversions and common antilog evaluations.

It's display is fully formatted, so you can choose
between fixed decimal and scientific notation.
Our HP-25 does all that-and much, much
more. It's programmabl~, which means it can
solve automatically the countless repetitive
problems every science and engineering student
faces.
With an HP-25, you enter the keystrokes
necessary to solve the problem only once.
Thereafter, you just enter the variables -and
press the Run/Stop key for an almost instant
answer accurate to 10 digits.
Before you invest in a lesser machine, by a11
means do two things: ask your instructo'rs
about the calculations their courses require; and
see for yourself how effortlessly our calculators
handle them.

Both the HP-21 and HP-25 are almost
certainly on display at your bookstore. If not,
call us, toll-free, at 800-538-7922 (in Calif.
800-662-9862) for the name of an HP dealer
near you.

HEWLETT

¢1

PACKARD

Sales and service from 172 offices in 65 countries.
Dept. 658B, 19310 Pruneridge Avenue, Cupertino, CA 95014

615/18

*Suggested retail price, excluding applicable state and local taxesContinental U.S., Alaska & Hawaii.
-
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One, Two, Three, Four, Five. That's how simple Central's new
registration system works. One, pick-up an enrollment form. Two, fill it
out. Three, have the computor reserve the listed classes. Four, pay

RACKETBALL

TOURNEY

A double-elimination racketball
tournament will be started in
mid-October. There will be single
and double's matches, depending

on the number of .players. Games
will be played at the convenience
of the players due to lack of court
time. If there are any questions,
contact Brooks Fenton (963-3369)
or John Harrison (963-1691).

PRE-WASHED

DENIMS
FOR

-lo12nspg.ts

tuition. Five, find something better to do. Patti Joy, a junior transfer
student from Spokane, is one Central student who found the system can
work.
photo by paul fridland

CENTRAL SPEEDWAY & HOBBIES
GRAND OPENING!!
Crafts, Macrame, Beads, &
Slot-car racing
·c ome in & sign ~p for the
"Dream Doll"& Slot-cat drawing l
Sat. -oct. 4
2:00PM
~: . . . .
914 E. Caoital 9AM-10PM 925-6545

COMMUNITY STORES

GUY'S

962-9161

505 N. Pine·

AND

GAL'S
ONLY

$11.00
AT

&up ·
Jean Nate
Almay

i.ove .

Bonne Belle

Revlon

.Get a fresh look at the new schc>ol year
See our wide selection of cosn1etics
open M-F 9-7

DOWNTOWN

Sat. 9-6

Closed Sunday

MONEY SAVER PHARM_A CY

925-3133
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New guidelines defined for
food stamp applicants
Food stamp applicants may find
the screening procedure much
simpler this fall if they follow the
recent guidelines issued by the
Eiiensburg Office of Washington
Department of Social and Health
Services.
Department employee, Rusty
Morrison, said that as of June 1, a
new eligibility factor concerning
whether or , not students are
claimed as a tax dependent by
parents was put into effect.
The ruling states, "No student
shall be considered a household
member for food stamp program
purposes if the student: a) is 18

years of age or older, and b) is
enrolled and attending at least
half-time an institution recognized
by a f.ederal, state or local
government agency as providing
post-high school education and. c)
is properly claimed as a tax
dependent for federal income tax
purposes by a taxpayer member of
another household not eligible ·to
participate_ in the food stamp
program. 'Properly claimed tax
dependent' means that the taxpayer provides more than half of
the student's support during the
'calendar year in which the student
makes application."

The application must be complete. Attention should be given
to the complete address, a listing
of all persons the claimant is living
with and all money received in the
month from any source (Job,
parents, or financial aids).
The applicant should also note
all expenses as paid on a monthly
basis and all resources and monies
you have at home.
The application must be signed and dated and the social
security number must be included.
Anyone desiring further information should call the Food Stamp
office.

fels ******************************i
LONDON, ENGLAND
AVIGNON, FRANCE 4-

! *LIBERAL ARTS STUDY ABROAD* !!::
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Wishing you could study abroad? Maybe you can! CWSC~ as a member of the
Northwest Interinstitutional Council on Study Abroad [NICSA), offer you the
the opportunity to study in picturesque Avignon or cosmopolitan London or, if you wish,
in both of these foreign locales. Each year several hundred students from ten northwest
colleges and universities give their forwarding address for one or more quarters the
Centre Universitaire d'Avignon or London~s . City University.

H you tend toward an in-depth foreign
study experience in an English speaking
city, London provides a fascinating blend of
sophistication and charm, history and
progress.
•
Winter quarter courses are offered -in
psychology, sociology, and English, the
latter taught by CWSC professor, Keith
Rinehart. Spring classes are in history and
technology. All courses are related to the
English scene and include one to three day
trips to such places as Cambridge, York,
Cardiff, Bristol, Bath, Canterbury~ J)over,
Oxford and the Cotswolds. Visits · will be
made to important churches, Roman ruins,
country homes, etc. Three day weekends
provide ample .time for exploration of .
-London and environs. You will -Want to visit
London's fantastic museums and the
bustling and rolorful Picadilly Circus,
attend Shakespear·ean theater, concerts,
and perhaps a _highly successful musiC&I,
stroll through the beautiful and extensive
parks in the hub of the city, and relax bl a
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Winter 19'16
The English Pastoral: Gardens and
Wastelands
·CarJyleandtbeldeaoftbeModern ·
Sexual Behavior in Cross-Cultural Perspective
S Family Planning and Population Analysis
pring 1976
The Development of the World City:
London Since 1700
Nineteenth Century Britain
Roman Britain
The Heritage of Technology
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~
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H you are a romantic, if you have an
int..-,,rest in the French people and culture,
and if you would like to expand your l)o
horizons, a fine program and an exhilarating experience is yours in Avignon. There d....
during winter and/or spring quarters you 'J"'
will be able to study French civilization,
.literature, communications, history, and of
course language.
d..
.

aJo
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~ a participant -in NICSA's Avignon
Program, you will spend several days in
Paris where you will explore the Ile de la
Cite and Latin Quarter~ .the Louvre and
Notre D~e de Paris. History and art will
he the focal point of field trips .i n Burgundy .
and Provence. Class-related. travel will also
take you through the beautiful countryside
to ancient fortresses, castles and ~hur-ches,
and to the Riviera with its Picasso Museum
and Matisse <laapel. Avignon itseU retains
- considerable old world charm .and is a
delightful city in which to live ad study.
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The French Provinces and Paris
Avignon Past and Present
·
5T
French: Elementary, Intermediate and ~
Advanced Conversational French
d....
· French: Elementary, Intermediate and 'T
Advanced Conversational French
Also available:French cQOking; ~ting; $J9
sculpture; music
_~ . _·~
Spring 1976
d....
lntercultural Communication
~
Nationalism and Regionalism in Communication
Roman and Medieval France
Qt
France Since 1815
d..
French: Elementary, Intermediat~ and : (
Advanced Conversational French
'T
Also available: French cooking; painting, ~
sculpture; music
~

Both the London and Avignon programs are taught by faculty from the ten
universities and colleges that make up NICSA. Students live with families and those in
London receive special transportation passes for getting about the City. The cost of the
field trips is included as part of the program. Individual studv mav be prearranged.
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OFFICE OF INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS
~
·
- Peterson 202 Cam pus 963-3612
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Brantley's for men
and vvomen ! !
We have full f-all _fashions-

and shirts1·

If you war:it to be smart,
but casual for fall
come to -

)

.Eikelanes campus' n·ewest controversy

smooth one. This wouldn't upset
" Students came back to Central
the aesthetic appearance of the
, this quarter to find bicycle lanes
mall
painted on the Walnut Street Mall
""·n orth of the railroad trestle. The
With the committee's okay,
. striping was initiated by the
Braid bought paint for a test area
.' Traffic and Parking Committee in
from the . engineering department
order to reduce the growing in Seattle. During . Summer
~number of accidents involving
Quarter the mall was striped north
)icycles .and pedestrians.
of the railroad trestle. Bicycles
Since its construction in 1972,
were painted inside the lanes to
....the mall has become the most
heavily used pathway on campus.
:> Bicyclists are usually unaware
that a downhill slope exists from
"-14th A venue to Eighth A venue.
,...This slope allows a person to build
i.-.up speed with very little effort.
An Army MAST (Military Aid
"" Because of the slope and the .
to Safety and Traffic) helicopter,
number of people using the mall,
· carrying samples of possible· poi~the number of accidents have
sori mushrooms, landed in front of
· increased to about 25 yearly.
Dearo Hall last Wednesday morn~
·, With advisor Gil Braida, Direcing. The mushroom samples were
,.-tor of Facilities Planning, the
sent over from Central Memorial
i.Traffic and Parking Committee
Hospital in Toppenish.
met to find a solution to the
Doctors engaged the helicopter
,r problem. The committee decided
when they became perplexed over
that the least expensive and niost
the condition of a patient. Lisa
~ practical solution was to stripe the
Young, 19, was admitted to the
~all area. They hoped that the
hospital when she became ill after
....striping would separate .the eyehaving ea~en some mushrooms
-lists from the pedestrians and
from her garden.
make accidents less frequent.
Associate Professor David Hos.:- · The committee decided to paint
ford from the biology department
the lanes where the concrete
.,, changes from rough texture to a · tested the samples. I:Je found them

indicate which direction bicyclists
sho~ld ride.
·
Braida is waiting .for the
committee to be reconvened. He is
eager to discuss the effectiveness
of the lanes and to decide on any
changes. One recommendation he
will make will be to soften the
corners of the lanes to make
turning easier.

M'ushrooms tested here
for Toppenish hospital
tQ be of the Aminita Muscaria ·
family. Although not fatal when
eaten, the mushroom effects the
nervous system and causes hallucinations.
Professor Hosford is an expert
on muchroorris. He teaches biology
classes on muchrooms and mushroom identification here at Central
and also in Yakima.
Young was reported to be in
satisfactory condition at Central
Memorial Hospital. She is, however, being kept under observation as it isn't known whether her
illness was directly caused by the
mushrooms.

Wine classes brewing
on nation's series
The latest trend on co'llege
campuses is to sip and study
wines.
More than 200 wine appreciation
courses are now being offered in
connection with colleges and universities. There are probably 600
campuses where wine studies go .
on, according . to Wine Institute,
the association of California wine
growers.
On many campuses, wine has
become a standard part of the
curriculum in home economics,
chemistry, botony, biology, geography and sociology.
.
Wine Institute cites several
contributing causes for the wine
studie boom. First, college instructors and administrators want _to
make their courses more appealing
to students. And, .since there's
plenty of history, ~cience. and
technology involved in· the story
of wine, it's easy to relate to other
college studies. ·
As for college students, Wine
Institute speculates that they are
flocking to wine courses because: 1) Wine is an important part of
cultures and traditions that students admire.

2) California wines offer' more
diversity and appeal than ever
before, providing something to
suit everyone's taste.
3) Wine is a gift of nature,
increasingly viewed as a natural
healthy, moderate beverage.
Many students are interested in
natural foods and beverages.
Wine Institute reports hundreds
of requests from educators for
information on teaching about
wine. To fill the need, a Wine on
Campus Packet has been designed
to assist in implementing or
continuing .any wine-related activity _in an educational setting. The
packet includes helpful hints ' for
getting a wine course going, a
discussion of teaching techniques
to ·encourage the proper use of
wine, and a~ outline and syllabus
for an introductory course.
Also in the packet are suggestions for starting a wine and food
program, and for fitting wine into
existing college curriculum.
Single copies are available free
to educators from Wine Institute
at 165 Post Street, San Francisco,
California 94108 .

Welcome Students

·rl]t alp}JaJt'9USt
l009 D. Street-W-est o:f ·H ertz Aud. ·

Chi Alpha

An Interdenominational Charismatic Christian
Fellowship for Collegians, invites you to the
following weekly meetings at the Chi Alpha Housel
Tuesday-7p.m.-Chi Alpha Fellowship Hour
Thursday -_7p.m. -Co-ed Bible Studies
Prayer/Praise Fello\Nship

ERS
ELLENSBURG, WASHINGTON 98926

New Stock

Macrame Hangers

Co~plete Plant Needs
Open l 0:30-5:30 Monday - Saturday

.Bicyc I is t
complains
To the editor:
I would like you to print a
request to the people on campus.
Pedestrians, stay out of the bicycle
lanes so that the bicyclists can use
them!
JoAnne Aperry

Academic
quality
lacking
To the editor:
The continuing controversy regarding college and university
grading procedures reveals one of
the most obvious results of a
wholesale retreat from standards
on nearly every campus in America. Easy grading is symptomatic
of the serious erosion of academic
quality following the adoption of
the absurd proposition that everyone should be a college graduate
whether they are literate or not.
The number of college profe~
sors who do not have the courage
to establish high academic standards and then base evaluation
solely on achievement is increasing daily as the pressures to
maintain the departmental enrollment quotas become intense.
Many insecure college instructors
will meekly give unearned and
there, undeserved A's and B's
because they do not have the
personal and professional integrity
to endure the hassle from students
and the subtle but steady pressure
from college officials to avoid any

action that might cause students
to seek easier schoo!s.
Timid administrators, more concerned about enrollment figures
than the quality of programs
backed by business-oriented state
legislators who insist on measuring the productivity of college
faculty in credit hours per instructor per quarter, have generated an
atmosphere where firm committment to academic excellence is a
guarantee of professional suicide.
The baccalaureate degree in
America today is mockery of
scholarship. It represents little
more than a certificate for having
endured four years of mindless
hypocrisy. Grades are equally
meaningless. They are totally
worthless as indicators of success
not because they are invalid or
irrelevant but 'because they represent no actual achievement. They
are of no value to either the
student or the prospective employer because they have become
empty tokens freely given for little
or no effort.
The academic"free spirits" who
claim that any form of evaluation
is dehumanizing are responsible,
in large measure, for the casual
attitude students have developed
towards learning and scholarship.
Many students, who have neither
the talent nor the self-discipline to
succeed, are graduating from
college as functional illiterates.
Many of them can hardly read the
degree they receive at commencement.
The colossal failure of nerve in
colleges and universities will lead
to the inevitable decline of learning and knowledge resulting in a
greater dependence upon irrational feelings and raw emotions to
solve the problems ,of our existence. It should be obvious to even
the non-judgmental humanists
that the no-standards-no-evaluation approach to higher education

can lead only to an increase in .

ignoran~e and illiteracy, both or' ;

which are extremely dehumaniz- -i...-.
ing.
Our humanistic concerns,
must be directed towards helpi:r(
young people to become competent, literate, intelligent, rational
human beings. This is the essence
of what it means to be human. ~ :·
Kenneth H. Baker, Ph.D.
-;·
Associate Professor
~

Response
appreciated
To the editor:
Toward the end of spring~
quarter you were ·kind enough to._
print a letter appealing for contributions to the Kent State Due...
nrocess of Law Fund. By way of ....
follow-up, you might be interested to know that from across the...
United States more than 10,000people have responded to similar""appeals. ·
Thank you again for your..c
"Injustice Reversed."
Alma Spithill

..-'

Volunteers
neede·d
We are desperately in need of
leaders for young girls (grade'§
2-5) for the coming school year.:~
Since so many of their mothers are
working we are using this method
to try to reach some individuals ,
who would be willing to help .
Unfortanately, like many other
youth agencies, this is not a paying'
undertaking.
\

Marie Murphy

Executive Director

~1

"I have attende~ Pacific Lutheran University, CWSC,
College at'Marin, Sonoma State College, University of

1
1

~

California at Berkeley ... and apprenticed in Sausilito,
Ca I iforn ia ."

1

"I have b~en here over 2 years and have made over
400 rings for people as far av.1ay as London."

i

"I call mys tyle 'Prim i tive Realism' '· ··"

,.___

ALt o Jew~ ~

~______3_0_9_N__o_rt_h_.P_e_a_r_l______________
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Enrollment is now open for
Winter and spring quarter study
abroad - programs in England,
-France, Mexico and Canada.
: Students- have the option of
s'tudying at the Montreal Instructional Center spring or summer
quarter--or both--while the 1976
Olympics are being held in that
city. Two new international study
iZcales have been announced for
the summer of '76. They are
jerusalem, Israel and Russia. For
i&formation and application deadHt1es contact the Office of Interna~
tional Programs, Peterson 202,
g63-3612.
~LEADERS

NEEDED
~ If you lik_
e playing, sharing and
working with little girls, we need
zour help. Camp Fire Girls need
volunteer leaders for grades 2-5
~t>r the school year.
Approxi-Giately one and half hours after
s~hool each week. Call 925-2755
~orning or come to 507 Nanum,
R.t,>om 113 for more information.

.i.. TOURS
OF
LIBRARY
... Tours of the new college library
_'4till be held at 2 pm and at 4 pm
f~om Monday, Sept. 29 through
Friday, Oct. 3 and from Monday,
Oct. 6 through Friday, Oct. 10.
.._'Tours begin on the first flo?r of
the new 1ibrary and last about 50
minutes.

"- ASIAN
STUDIES
" The Council on Asian Studies
~11 meet on Thursday, Oct. 2, at 4
Rm in Barge 409. Anyone wishing
to become a member should attend
t$e meeting or write Prof. Andr~ss, Shaw-Smyser 110-D. Mem~rship is open to all faculty and
students whc- have interest in
Atian Studies .

>

: CHILD CARE SURVEY
Any parent attending Central
either as a part-time or full time
student is encouraged to fill out
the child care survey form distri~
buted at registration. If you did
~t receive a form, they are
a"'Vailable in Barge 303 or at the
~B information desk.
Any
<JUestions should be directed to
963-3618. The Child Care Survey
i$ being conducted by a Central
Trustee-Faculty-AdministrativeBJ>C Committee.

PARKING LOT D CLOSED
Parking lot D, west of D Street
and south of 14 Ave. will be
closed approximately six weeks
beginning in mid-October for lot
improvement work.
No parking in that area will be
allowed during the construction.

office's facilities to pick up registration and placement material
soon. Meetings will be held in
Black 101 on October 8 at 3 pm or
October 9, when ·two sessions will
be held, at 4 pm and 7 pm. Sessions
will last approximately 45 minutes.

B.A.
WARE FARE
The Ware Fare will be held this
on Dec. 3,4,5 in the SUB. If you do
any painting, photography, macrame, pottery, sewing-. arts and
crafts of any kind, _you can sell
them for fun and profit at the
Ware Fare. To arrange for space
call 963-1511 or stop by the Ware
Fare office in the SUB 111, 2 to 3
pm daily.

TEACHER ED.
Students planning to enter
teaching or administrative work at
the elementary, secondary or
community college level at midyear or next fall should attend a
placement Orientation Meeting,
according to the Career Planning
and Placement Office here.
The office, Barge 105, has
requested seniors and graduate
students who wish to use the

graduation. The deadline for all
applications is Oct. 10, 1975.

Placement Office
Business firms will begin interviews on campus at the Placement
Center October 13.
Sears, Roebuck and Company
will interview for management
and credit trainee positions October 13. On October 16, two
accounting firms will be interviewing accounting students.

DEGREE

B.A. degree applications are
now being accepted in the Registrar's Office for fall quarter 1975

Hap

Hour
M-F 8:30-9:30
Sat. 2-5

Welcome

To

lhl!
Sunday. Dinner
All you can eat .$1.00
Spagetti
Green Salad
Garlic Bread

Placement registration should
be completed before the interviews, suggests t~e Placement
Office. Arts and Sciences candidates who missed the OctoLer 1
and 2 orientation meetings may
pick up orientation materials.

BIG BROTHER-SISTERS
There will be an organizational
meeting of the Big Brother/Sisters
of Central, Thursday, October 2, 7
pm, Black 107. All persons interested should plan to att~nd.

Stein Club
Sweatshirts
Keg Parties
Beer Stein
30¢ Beer

TAV

QP-en at Noon
Lunch from
Simply Sandwich

The
recycle
Sho-p
Open Tue -Fri 9- 5:30
Sat 9 - 1

11
-

ELLENSBURG'S OLDEST"
BICYCLE SALES & REPAIRS

October 23rd
Vote

307 N.Main

CALL FIRST 925-3326

Honorary organization wins· Resource
needs volunteers
·'Best Chapter of 1975'
Central's chapter of Phi Alpha
Theta, an international history
honorary, has been named "Best
Chapter of the Year - 1975" by the
national organization.
The three-year old Central Tau
Iota Chapter was selected after
competition with colleges and
universities with enrollment of
10,000 and more. The local chapter
is composed of both graduate and
undergraduate students.
Gordon Warren, chapter advisor
and associate professor of history
here, said that the award carried
with it a prize of $250 in books.

Warren says the award ·is especially note~orthy as it was received
in competition with many larger
schools.
Tau Iota, which sponsored the
1975 regional convention of the
international honorary, has encouraged a number of special
programs on the campl,ls and
within the greater Ellensburg
community.
Among them have been public
lectures by Central faculty members and outstanding visiting
historians, a public panel discussion by Kittitas Valley pioneer

families, and special working arrangements with the Ellensburg
Public Library and the Kittitas
County Museum and Historical
Society.
With the assistance of the
college's geography honorary,
Gamma Theta Upsilon, the history
students prepared a special river
floaters map of the Yakima River
which has been hailed as a
potential life-- sav.ing chart.
College faculty members and
students in the history honorary
have presented papers at several
regional and m.tional conventions.
One of the students, Michael
Allen, won a Best Undergraduate
Paoer award in retlional comoetition and second place nationazlly.
His topic __was "Federalist AntiExpansionism, 1785-1800."

r
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PERFECT
FIT
Petite/ Medium
Fits 4'10" to 5'5"

Medium/Tall
Fits 5'6" and over

I
I
I
I
I
I

The Writing Resource Center
needs volunteer spelling ~nd writing tutors more than it has in any
past quarter.
Tutors have traditionally been
supplied from English 436, a two
credit course, which students in
the English Educa+.ion program
are required to take. The course is
offered this quarter, and taught by
Mark . HalperiP . Ir.sufficient students have enro11ed to meet the
need. "It may be a reflection of
declining enrollments in the Ed
department in general, .m d in
English in particular, w John
Herum, director of the center said.
Herum said that volunteers
would be used to tutor English 301
students referred to the center by
their instructors. A student must

------------·
..,
$33,500,000
I

UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS

I

Over $33,500,000 unclaimed scholarships, grants, aids, and
fellowships ranging from $50 to $10,000. Current list of these
sources researched and compiled as of September 5, 1975.

I
I
I

UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS
369 Allen Avenue, Portland, Maine 04103
D I am enclosing $12.95 plus $1.00 for postage and ha-n dling.
(Check or money order - no cash, please.)

J

If you WtSh to use your charge card.
please fill out appropriate boxes below:

PLEASE RUSH YOUR
CURRENT LIST OF
~6~~~}'~;.~ate

I

I

c
ln~!!~~nkh~:.8 1...__ _ ___,

M

I
I

I

·1

UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS
SOURCES TO:

I

CreditNo . .___ _ _ _ _ _ __,
Cerr:t

Name . .. ... .........................................................................................................
Address .. .. ....... ...................... .. .... ............... ..... ...... .......................... .............. .

L

. ----- - - - - -- - -

City ........................................ ........... .. .. State .... ............ .. .... Zip .......... ..
Maine residents please add 5% sales tax.

1

_J

receive a C- or better in the class '
to graduate. Herum said that ~
tutors will go over papers the ~
students write for 301 with the
individual student. "The tutor can L
provide a helpful audience," ~
Herum said. "How much they help _..
is pretty' much up to how much "
they know about writing, and how 1
much they want to help."
Students in any discipline and at ~
any class standing may volunteer. --;
When asked if some volunteers '
might prove inadequate, Herum f
replie i "They'll be supervised to a
certain degree. The spelling is
more or less canned. There's a ...,
good method for them to follow.
They'll learn it as they teach it." :
Herum said that the center is ,. ,
offering mini-classes in English
usage (grammar), and punctua-..=tion, but that these courses will
not be taught by volunteers. "In .,,_
the past we've had. ·a problem
when volunteers didn't know •
enough to teach these relatively ......
complicated concepts. Also, our P
materials aren't very good, which ,,..
compounds the problem. The~
amount of preparation time involved in usage is a lot to ask of a
volunteer."

...

Herum said that volunteers J
were also needed to act as >receptionists in the center. "IL
you're ever in a job where you
have to meet the public, you'd find helpful experience."
Heram added that tutoring
writing would probably be most ..
useful to volunteers: "Teaching ~
somebody else how to write can
help you learn how to write ..
yourself. You'll find that you'lr
both share some of the same
problems, in different degrees." >. ,,.
Students wishing to volunteer 1'
may apply in the Writing Resource .~
Center, L & L 103.
-<'

TACO TIME•

The best
The Very Thing
is truly everything
you look for in
sheer stretch panty hose
for perfect fit,
looks and wear.
In a wide array of colors
for every costume.

CHARGE IT!

Mexican .F ood 1n town

Six kinds of fish

only ·

s100

and •••

26

fabulous

flavors

llfllCO·

'flM&

We deliever --.
starting at

DOWNTOWN

Ice Cream

6:00 PM

Collect your
Pepsi Cartoon glasses

In the the Pl-aza

1

925-4000

Deposit now requi~ed for special billing number
New students and students
without established credit ratings
with the Ellensburg Telephone
Company are finding a new policy
for issuance of "Special Billing
Numbers."
James Farrell, Secretary-Treasurer for the company, explained
for all persons--not just students-there will be a $25 minimum
deposit required before a special

billing number is issued. '!'his
deposit is refundable when the
account is closed with a good
credit rating.
"For the past several years we
have had a no-strings-attached
type of credit card service. Last
April we did an evaluation of our
accounts, and determined it was
necessary ·t o establish this new
policy."

"One of the problems with the
special billing number is that we
can't shut off phone service for the
delinquent bills like we do with the
normal accounts. We have also
found it hard to track down
students after they have left town
leaving behind delinquent accounts."
·
According to the printed information available, the special bill-

ing number allows the student the
lowest cost direct-dial rates. For
example, a direct-dial call from
your dormitory to Seattle would
save you 31 percent for an eveninr
direct-dial call, compared to :i
collect or regular credit card call.
To obtain a special billing
number the student must apply at
the Ellensburg Telephone Company.
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CRIER SPORTS
CROSSCOUNTRYCOACH ·
A Whitworth College graduate
WRITE SPORTS?
with four years high school
coaching experience, Chris
· Baumgartner, has been named
graduate assistant to Central
·~rack and field coach Walter
"Spike" Arlt .
Enrolled at the Ellensburg
college for full-time study toward a
master's degree in physical educa~
tion, Baumgartner last was a
teacher and coach at Moses Lake
High School. He was the head
track coach and assistant in
football and wrestlin~.
The 26-year-old Baumgartner,
who is married, will direct the
Wildcat cross country squad which
N EE D A J 0 B?·
opens its season this Saturday Oct .
ON TACT TH E C RI ER 4 by hosting the Central Invitational meet in Ellensburg.

?

?
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•

Lev rs
•
When you think of LEVI'S - think of
Country .Corral Wester·n Wear
. Complete Headquarters for Entire Family

15 TRANSCENDENTAL MEDIT f4 T~ON · ~· ··

TMis -

TM is not

simple
natural
easy

effortless
effective
and fun

a re1igion
a diet
a life style .
concentration
contf!!"'Plation, .
or difficult

takes 1S;20·minute$ twice daily.

gives ·energy, enioy~
ment, peace, happi·
ness, re5t and selfadualization.

he Public Presentation
THURSDAY, OCT. 2--7:30 p.m~
CWSC Black Hall·R~m 103
For more lnformaUma
call m-2790 or 95.-s

Mark Honey pulled this one in for 12 yards against PSU

Defense, offense potentially
promising to 0-2 'Cats
By Doug Heimbigner

Central took it on the chin twice
in a . still young 1975 football
season. The 'Cats were belted 37-3
on the opening day of the season,
September 22, by Portland State.
Victory elluded them again on the
following Saturday as they dropped a 13-7 decision to the Oregon
Col_lege of Education.
This past Saturday's confrontation with OCE was a league affair.
It left Central 0-1 in league play.
The game against PSU was
marred by an unsuccessful Central
offense which rushed for a mere 67
yards. Leading the way was junior
fullback John Ross who picked up
31 yards. Quarterback Terry Wick
scrambled for another 29 yards.
PSU rolled up 655 yards in total
offense, most of that coming
throught the air. The Vikings
came up with 30 first downs as
compared to Central's 7.

The Wildcats' only score came in
the form of field goal by Charles
Stockwell in the first quarter.
The 'Cats secondary shown
bright as it picked off seven Viking
passes. The interceptions, each by
a differenct Wildcat tied an
Evergreen Conference one-game
record.
However, Central wasn't able to
turn any of the PSU errors into
points. The offense remained
stalled as PSU forced the Wildcats
to punt 11 times during the course
of the game.
The 'Cats came close in their
second bid for victory in a · game
played in Monmouth, Oregon.
Oregon College nipped Central
13-7 as the Wildcats led at halftime
7-0.This was the EvCo openor for
both teams on Saturday.
The 'Cats tallied 234 yards in
total offense, but fumbles plagued
the team. With 75 yards, John
Ross again led Central in rushing.

Localite freshman Brian Maine
added another 49. Senior Mike
Halping hauled in five passes for
48 yards.
The Wildcats lone touchdown
came on a six-yard pass to senior
split end Keith Johnson. Charles
Stockwell added the extra point to
put the score at 7-0.
A crucial third quarter fumble
by Central set up the Wolves~ first
score. Bob Westendorf took it in
from the fifteen and Steve Sears
co.p.verted on the PAT to tie the
game at 7-7.
OCE wound up their scoring late
in the third quarter. Halfback Ken
Ball Scampered fifteen yards to
the goal line to make it 13-7. The
conversion kick by Sears failed.
The slim loss leaves Central
with a 0-2 season record. The 'Cats
next game will be a league
encounter at Oregon Tech. The
following Saturday, the 'Cats will.
take on Western here at home.

BIG JOHN'S DRIVE - IN
--~

fastest ham burger
deliverly in Ellensburg
'

If you're hungry

a

'fbg;, order

BIG JOHN
BURGER

We deliver -for dorm
service · ·Call 925-5900

Field hockey team ·
begins season play
......

Central's women's field hockey
team will begin their season on
October 11, playing against
UW and PLU at the UW.

SENIORS
Information about ·
The Graduate School
of
Administration
Willamette University
Salem, Oregon 97301
Prof. Jann W. Carpenter
is on campus
Wednesday, Oct. 29
See your Campus
Placement Director
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by Doug Heimbigner
With most of the games yet. to
Seattle, tackle; and Jim Sweigart,
be played, the Wildcat football · 6'2" 235 lb. ~enior from Tacoma,
team is looking forward to a
tackle. The guards will be Keith
Schulz, 5'11" 200 lb. senior from
The other opponents they will successful and exciting season. ·
be facing this season are: Oct. The cats have yet to post a · Oak Harbor, and Dan Nicholls, 6'1"
victory' losing first to a very
senior from Quincy; Bill Anderson,
Oct.17-WSU-there
Oct. 18 - University of Idaho and U powerful Portland State team 37-3. 6'3" 230 lb. senior from Shelton
Oregon College slipped past 13-7
will be at center.
of Oregon, at WSU
to hand Central its second defeat
Other defensive standouts' inOct. 24- PLU -there
clude linebackers Terry Lehman,
Oct. 26 - Cascade Associatie>n ~f the .Y<?!!ng seasoJ!.
Defense:
6'2" 220 lb. senior from Freeland,
Tournament - USPHA Club
Nov. 1 and2 - Washington Invita- Rich Wells, 6'3" 214 lb. senior ·from Widbey Island and Steve Shaw,
Hoquiam at tackle; Oscar Nelson 5'11" 182 lb. senior from Ellens~
tional - here
6'3" 230 lb. senior from Malaga; burg; defensive backs Bill
Nov. 7 -Boise- here
Nov .8 - Voise vs. WSU; Central vs. The defensive guards are Don Pomeroy, 6' 180 lb. senior from
WSUII, and Central vs. WSU - Hanna,. ~T' 200 lb. junior from Castle Rock anq Joe Balangitao,
Mary~ville and John -Fisher, 6'1" 5'7" 160 lb. senior from Maui,
here
206 lb. senior from Vancouver.
Hawaii.
Nov. 15 - Skagit and Alumni - here
Offense:
The remaining offensive players
Nov. 21 and22 - Northwest ConferTony
Rita,
5'11"
202
lb.
senior,
will
be led by quarterbacks Mike
ence at PLU
Honolulu, Hawaii, tackle; Kurt Anderson, a 5'10" 170-pounder
Honey, 6'~" 200 lb junior from from Bremerton and Terry Wi~k. a

. by Vicki Simpson

The team, which lost 12 players
to graduation, consists of 19
members with nine returnees, the
least number of returnees in five
years.
The returning players on the
tcan1 are seniors Cary Burrell,
· goalie; Sue Mason, forward;
juniors Linda Ricker, forward;
captain Celeste Pitman, link; Kelly
Morton, forward; Bobbie Cantron,
defensive; and sophomores
Rhonda Mann, forward; Margee
Boyd, defensive and Becky
Turner, forward.
New players competing for
spots on the team are juniors
Nancy Halvorsen and Christy
,.Johnson, sophomore Monj.ca Leon
and freshman Cory Powell.
· '
Central will be playing their
toughest schedule this season, and
for the first time will be playing
Boise University, which was the
top Pacific Northwest team ·in last
year's NCWSA tournament here
at Central.
"We will be playing against
University of Oregon, which is the
strongest Oregon team," said Dr.
Jean Putnam, head coach. "WSU
always give us a· tough match, so
we have our work cut out for us
this year1
"It is obvious that we have a
lack of experience, but I am very
optimistic just with our first two
practices, because both beginning
and returning players have shown
more control of the ball and their
feet than we showed during the
season last year."
Central has tentatively recruited six new players which are
starting turning out this week but
it still needs more players, so if
any women are interested in
learning field !lockey, they are
welco!Ile. The practice hours Monday through Friday, from 2 to 4.

Meet the Wildcats of 1975

__._

5'.10" lb. southpaw from MountlaKe
Terrac. Both field leaders are
seniors.
Anderson and Wick will often be
aiming at All-Conference tight end
Mike Halpin, a six-foot 190 lb. from
Raymond-. Halpin, a senior, grabbed 23 passes for nearly 400 yards
last season:
Central's supply of running
backs was depleted somewhat by
graduation. One of the top rushers
for the 'Cats will be John Ross, a
junior from Bremerton. He will be ·
joined by John Reichert, a junior
from Longview and sophomore
Roy Garrison from Castle Rock. ·
Providing the ground game runs
smoothly, the defense holds up,
and tlie ·cats hold ori fo the ball,
they shoulQ triumph over Oregon
Tech. this Saturday.
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BICYCL·E
$5°.0 over cost
TUNE UP SPECIAL
A~just

brakes, adjust gears

straighten wheels.

Koga 10 Speed
Soft seat, safety levers, stem shifters,
lugged frame, gum tires,

$5°0 over cost
· Reg. $ 1 1 9 95

SKI

CLOTHING

3 RACKS
50% to 70% OFF

CO ATS - WARM UPS - SWEATERS

ROSSIGNOL SKI .REP
SCOTT EVANS, Rossignol Ski representative will
be here all day Wednesday until 10°0 PM to
answer your questions on Rossignol Skis

FREE -.FREE -FREE

Fre~ mounting of ski bindings, and 5~ % off on

an·y binding with purchase of uny new 1976
Rossignol Ski.
October 23rd
Vote

Savings to 70 % on 1974.7·5 models.

¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ · ¥ ¥ ¥ ·¥ ¥ ¥ .
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